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natural selection that dominate the latter 
half of a mutation’s life. Much of this impor- 
tance, however, depends on exactly how 
rare advantageous mutations are. If ad- 
vantageous ~~ta~iQ~s are common, then 
ti7e fate of any individual mutalion is not 
important, eventually one of the mutants 
will make it to fixation. However, if advan- 
tageous mutations are rare or even unique, 
such as some gene duplications or re- 
arrangements might be, then popuiation- 
size fluctuations may be very important 
indeed. At present we know foo little about 
how to spot an advantageous mutalion to 
estimate its mutation rate, although look- 
ing at the rate of accumulation of new mu- 
tations under continued selection provide-s 
a good place to start”. 

I thank Norman Johnson for cvmrnents 

n understanding of the 
evolution of social behav- 
ior has been critical in 
formulating general evo- 

lutionary principles (e.g. kin selec- 
tion’). Often these studies are 

- ___J dominaied by aii u ~r~3ri it~Siiidp- 

tion that eusociaiity - social 
behavior involving a sterile caste 
of workers (Box 1) - is an evolu- 
tionaryendpoint”. That is, eusocial 
ancestors gi;re rise to descendant 
species that are also eusocial, 
unless they evolve social para- 
sitism5. As applied to insect social- 
ity, ‘Dollo’s law’ of irreversibie 
evolution6,7 holds true for termites 
(isoptera), ants (Formicidae), 
paper wasps (Vespidae), honey- 
bees (Apini), stingless bees 
(Meliponini) and bumblebees 
(Bombini) -we know of no revers- 
als to solitary nesting within these 
exclusively eusociai ciades”-11. 
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or communal nesting, and differ- 
ent e~~ro~me~~ai circumstances 
may favor one lifestyle over the 
@berP-“l~, 

e possibility that eusociahty 
can revert to solitary behavior 
has been hypothesized previ- 
ouslyt2-l”, especially by biologists 
studying halictine bees”-?” ye: 
reversals have been sbow~ em- 
pirically only in recent years. Phy” 
logenetic studies of taxa that 
contain both solitary and social 
species reveal evidence of appar- 
ent evolutionary transitions from 
eusocial to solitary behavior, 
contradicting the assumption of 
~~idi~ec~io~~ social evolution. 
Here, we highi~gb~ recent studies 
and discuss their implications for 
our understanding of the evolu- 
tion of social behavior (see also 
Refs 13, 14 and 20). 

Wilsoni hypothesized that these taxa irreversibly crossed 
a threshold of social integration. Among insects, the 
benefits of sociaiity (e.g. more-efficient work, improved 
defense) are enhanced by strict division of labor, but the 
resuiting co-dependency may make it difficult to regain the 
full hchavioral repertoire of solitary individualsl2,l:j. As a 
general rule, however, there are no Q priori reasons to sug- 
gest that the evoiuaion of eusociality must be irreversible. 
Eusociality, like any phenotypic trait, is not inherently 
‘advanced’ relative to alternatives such as solitary behavior 
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nerating 
a growing data base that facilitates h~ot~es~s-~es~~~g of 
historical patterns and allows the inference of ancestral 
states”-23. We will not discuss the strengths and weak- 
messes of different methodologies, except to note that 
reconstructing ancestral charact 
the veracit phylogenie.9 
the fewest r of ad hoc a 
tionary changes in character states are preferred over 



structed from phylogenetic sn~53TL3tion as follorvs”. FkS. a 

~~a~~~~~ is generated uskg avtilahcle d&a lor the iaxa Oi 

inkPest. There is 130 ~~a~~~~~ on whether a character of 
interest (e.g. sociality) should be included in the data set 
used to construct a cfadogr~~ or whether it should be 
excEudedZ6. Then, ~eg~~~~og at the tips of the ciadogram 
and working toward the base, character sktes are mapped 
onto the cladogram in a v:ay that ~~i~~rnizes the number of 
changes needed to ex~~~~ the phy!etir d~str~~~t~o~~ of char- 
acter states (Box 2). 

the views that eusocid behavior is an evo~~tfo~~ endpoint. 
and that social evolution is unidirectional. In some lineages. 
social behavior is lost or suppressed. apparently giving rise 
to solitary species from eusocide ancestors. Each study 
reviewed below is based QR cladistic met~odo~o~: data 
used to reconstruct the historical refat~o~s~~~s among 
species were i~de~e~de~t of so&i ~e~a~o~, and the behav- 
iors were mapped onto c~ado~ams at the end. 

wo genera in particu &Us and Lash- 

~~~sS~~, are excellent tam for studies Of social evolution: 

each conbins ~~rnero~s species that differ in behavior, and 
each es examples of the !oss or suppression of social 
beha enresentative life cycles of temperate. solitary 
and sociaS Gictine bees are given in Box 3. 

Packer’; analyzed the ~~yiog~~etic relationships among 
eight species af ~~s~~g~oss~m s~~~e~~s ~~~~~e~s using 26 in- 

focmative allozyme loci. Based on a c~ad~.~~ for species 

with hewn social behatior, Packer ~y~ot~esiz~d that eu- 
SO&& is the ancestral state. ong the species analyzed. 
there m~ji be at least one. and pessibBy two. reversals to soli- 
tary behavior-. Dependkg on the re~a~jo~s~~~s among sub 

gems ~uy~~~us mEa other s&genera of ~~s~~g~~§~~~~ L. (E.) 

~~~i~~~e may either represent a reversd to solitrvp behav- 

ior or indicate that Sohtary behavior is the ancestral State. A 

The tribe .Augochlorlni ~~a~~ctidaej includes more than 

30 genera of bees, most of which are brigMy cohed 2nd neo- 

tropical”5. At least three genera. Augochhq ~~g(~chi~rel~~ 

md PereirQpk, contain eusocial species. Bn an analysis zf $1 

>m@-iologkz! ckracters, Dai$orth and Eickwortl’ obtaked 

three phylogenetic trees following successive approxi- 

matiohls character weighting. This analysis indicated hat 

eusociahty arose in the common ancestor of the eusc~ial 

taz2. but reversed To solitary behavi5i ira 0ne derived taxon. 

the subgenu ~~5c~~or~ sense sbicto. Reversal to solitary 

nesting in this subgenus co-occurs with a stitch frorr. grc~und 
nesting to wood nestingZ8, whit may influence rates of para- 

sitism and hence benefits asso iated with group-&ivin$“. 

~~~~~a~~~~ a~~~~api~~ bees 
~~oda~i~e bees form a rno~o~~yfet~c trik within the 

fahly Aptdae (sensu Ref. 30). Modapines are most abun- 
dant in s~~-sa~ar~ Africa and Australia but ah GCCW OH 
other areas of Q!d World tropical and austral regions. Some 
form of weakly social behavior is present in almost all allo- 
daplne genera (except Hokrupis~f and parasitic species). In 
comparison with pnosi other social bees. the social behavio! 
in aliodapines is mnetsual. Fern&es bui!d nests in dry. pith) 
plant stems and offspring are not azared in individual cells 
like most bees. Instead. immattires live twjtther in a com- 

mon bwrow where they have extensive contact with adult 

of the hstrakm genus ~xo~e~~~ using a data set comprised 
of 43 rno~~~Q~o~~~ characters and 173 variable nucleotide 
sites from 5~AseQ~e~c~ of two ~~jtoc~o~dr~al genes. ha- 
iyzing the combined data (a total of 216 characters). they ob- 

tained one tree in which the subgenus .Exo~e~reflo was fio~nd 

to be the Sister group to subgenus Brecinewa + E.wwN~ 

Scm~ Srpicto. and resolved the species-level relationships in 
Ekoneumil~ as foollows: E. fi-i&ntuin + IE. haoni T (15. setmu - 
E. e~~o~hi~~~]. E. ~i~e~~~~0, members of the SubgenuS hi+ 

RCOT~. and dPP other (non-parasitic) AusCraJian allodapine 
genera are eosocia?, suggesting that the ancestral condition 

for the genus E_wneuru is eusociahtg. That E. srtcP.~O 2nd P: 
e~e~o~~~~~ are solitary was most ~~.s~~~on~o~s~~ interpreted 
by Reyes and Schwarz:Q as a reversd to sditary behavior in 

the common ancestor of these two species. 

The belief that e~~o~~t~o~a~~ processes are irreversibk 
is so widespread it is canonized as ‘DOliO’S law’, altfiwh 
there are exceptions to this So-called ia@ i. ThUS. the noti@n 

pers&tS that the evolution of sociality iS always or usuah 
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(magino a group of nrne species, three oi whtch are eusocial and SIX solitary. For nine tara wrth a ohylogenetic mot. ihere 
are 2927 025 fully resolved, bifurcabngtree;. In (a-d) we consrder four of thCse alternatlve?opo(ogles and :he ~mp(icatrors 
of each for tnfernng the hrstory of social evolution. In cladogram (al. the eusocta) specres form a monophylehc group lha? 
has descended from a solttary ancestor; eusoctalrty K a tefmlnal state. This hypotheses re~reSe:llS th.2 unrd!rcctlonal view 
of eusocial cv,o(utton’ so!(tary (ivlng 1s ancestral. eusocialtty IS derired, and there are no reversals to sr:lrtary behavior. 

ln (o) the eusoc(a( tata are each separated bji sotnary sister taxa or, more precisely, separated b! prrmrtrvcly solrtary 
stster clades. Accord@ to thrs cladogram eusocialrty IS again derived relative to solttary Irving. out euso~:rallty in each of the 
three taxa IS not homologous, IntrWic and extnnsIc fa_ o._ IIti rt rr ~~~4d have se!ectcd for tne bth?vtor tndecendently, produc!r,g 

a pattern of parallel evolution. 
Accordingto (c), eusociality has arisen once, but descendants of the eusorial taxa have reverted to ;oltialy I~vmg. Clad@ 

grams of this type directly contradict the unidirectional vtew rhat eusoc!ality IS always derived relative to solitary behavior. 
Observed reversals of this kind could shed kght on what factors might favor solitary lrvmg in groups which are ancestrally 
eusocial. 

Finally. in(d) we present an alternative rn wh(ch eusocril(ty appears to b, u 0 -nct?stral to the nine m-group taxa. wrth solnary 
life evolving later. Investigations of addibonal taxa (other out-groups) might reveai that eusociality has arisen eden earker 
than indicated by this cladogram. 

These hypothehcal ciadograms and reconstructions of ancestral charac:er states ((lustrate the (mpolant noinl !i-.sr ‘8~ 
make no a prioriassumptions about the directton of evolutionary change. As a null hypothesis, a gain or a loss of a tract is 
equally likely to occur. In other words. we do not weight one kind of change over the other. Some hypotheses of relat(onsh(ps 
(e.g. c and d) are best Merprered as reversals from eusocialrty to solrtary nestrng. but others [e.g. a and b) Imply the opposite 
polarity. 
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ternative bypothesi3 that the 
observed behavior (character 

state) is the resuEt of a devel- 

phenotypes under c~~ffere~t 

ens, wi:frout evolution- 

ange. This alternative 

~~~~OW~~~ sectioil, WJerai 

thor~~~~iy studied species 

show hngh levels of intraspe- 

cific variation in social 

behavior within and among 

populations. 

The dearth of behavioral 

information for many sociai 

insects creates a potential pit- 

fall in applying phylogenetic 
methods to comp~+rative stud- 
ies:‘. The behavior of most haP- 
ktid species. lor example, is 
unknown. or is based on infor- 
mation derived from a small 
number of individuds from 
one or a few ~clca~~t~es’~,~~. The 
phylogenetic approach can 
encourage typologi 
ing by forcing us to 
assumption that character 

Single origin 
of solitary 
nesting: from 
a eusocial common 

ancesttir 

Lation (or one nesW) are rep 
resentative of the species, or 
one species is representative 
of the germs, etc., which may 
or may not be justifiedTS. 

If a socia1 trait is absent in 
one nopuPation (or species) 
and present in related popu- 
iations (or species), it does 
not necessarily imply an evo- 
lutionary loss in the first 
population. Rather, some 
organizing feature of the envi- 
ronment that is us 
developmentd cue 
absent from that ~o~~lat~o~, 
with the result that the trait is 
never expressed. Far exam- 
pie, in montane ~o~~l~at~o~s 
of a bee (Exoneura bidOr) 

femhles frequently join kin to 
co-found nests, although the 

trait does not occur in natural heathtand populations of the 
same species”!. Hurst et al. ai show that these behaviorat dif- 
ferences arise as a consequence of the physical distribution 
of nesting substrates. By ~jrn~c~~~g the montane distribution 
of nesting substrata in heathland, the iev:l of kin co-founding 

increases to morltane PevePs. 

Single origin 
of eusociality 
with reversal 
to solitary 
nesting 

unidirectionaFr. Reversals to solitary behavior are not 
restricted to bees, but have been documented or hypothe- 
sized to occur in diverse invertebrates and birds (Table I: 
aiso Ref. 14). An overly strong emphasis on the origins of 

eusociaiity means that we may be neglecting a widespread 

and important evolutionary transitioe: sokary behavior 

arising from common ancestors with social behavior. 

The studies reviewed above apparently document evo- 
lutionary reversions (i.e. the loss of a capability to express 
a trait). These studies, however, have not eliminated the al- 

Recent studies of various species show that nests of soBi- 

tary and social individuals co-t)ccur within a singk popu- 
lationr(j. in two species of facultativelysocial carpenter bees 
(Xykopa, Apidae), for example, Stark43 and Hogendoorn 
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bxua Iy aione) ofs~riq praduc?;on 
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bathers have already died when the brood emerges. effec- 
tiveiy ~~ecl~~~~g ~~t~e~-~a~g~te~ in;: +QTxkiis ::I. Secondly. 

eusociah colonies by ~e~~~~t~o~ have at Beast one brood com- 
prised mostly of worker females, prior to the production of 
the reproductive5 Thus. generation time must be sulfi- 
ciently short, and the period of foraging activity sufficiently 
Long, so that at least two broods can be produced within the 
grw.Ug season at a Iscaiiev ibx 3). 

A varkty of studies at kj-8 lath 
in temperate regions suggest that there is a tendency to 
shorten or e~~~~~~a~e t cdder Iimiis 

ic sweat bee 
~~~~~~S icundm is ia and north- 
em Nort merica. w them L’nited 

StateszY. Pts nesting biology has been studied briefly at vari- 

her-elevation sites in Europe and North Anncrka. and 
0 I< New York (USA) pop&itictn has been tntermsivfly stud- 
ied. .A,t these hcalities most bees live in social nests. 

At a high-elevation site in the western United States 
(3X50 m) female H twbrrun&n begin huaging for pollen and 

nectar in mk!-he. when flowers begin b$oominglh. kma!es 
Lorage for pollen in ial? Jnue and ear!y July and then cease 
activity. Pn late July 2nd August. newly eckxed male arid fe- 
mde oiispring emerge and mate; m es die, and females over- 

winter to establish new nests the ~~~~~~~~~g year. At this site. 
the growing seasm k too short to permit tw generations 
of the ~eve~o~~e~t~ rate of H n6icundsrs; ct9nsequentiy. a19 
females are solitary nesters. 

A similar pattern Is hewn in 2 transpalaearctic sweat 
bee, Lasiogh~uin (L%.heus) calceafum, which occurs 



Thrip (0ncothrrps. HladO!ilr~:lS, 

Jphlds !tlormaphidldac an0 PemplWdael 
CocKroaches (Poiyphaglnae: 
Cockroaches (Zetoborinae + 6labennae + 

Gyninae + Diploptennae) 
Spiders (Stegodyphus) 
Australian treecreeper (Ciin,dct~ss) 
Wren ~Camp~!ofhyrxhus~ 
Scrub jays (Cyanocitta) 
Scrublays (Aphe/ocomai 
Ascidlans iEnterogona. PleurOgOnal 

:>3!d:cr Ct?S!f! 

Zoldler caste? 
Gfeganous be~imor 

G egarlous heha~ 

Cc~lonla! Ilvlng 
Cc)operative breeding 
&operative breeding 
Cooperatiiie breeding 
Cooperaiive breedrng 
Colomality? 

Ye. 

Yr > 
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No- 
NO 

No 
Yes 
Yes?’ 
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*An alternative phylogenetlc hypothesis that cannot be rejected ufleWvOCaliy suggests that a SOIdle ’ <Yb’E ,165 I-ot WE’ 

lost 
QThe phy!ogenetic ana!ysrs supports either four ong ns and one loss of a soldler C&e or five OriglnS. 
cAn aggregation of nymphs that eventualiv includes Some adu!ts. 
*Thetwo p&?true losses occur in lineages tha: are s:oced as pol~pWK. so gregarrous behavior may he suppressec rather 
ttan lost. 
Qne putative loss occurs in a lineage that 1s scorec as polyphemc. so gregal.ods behaiior may be sAppressed ratlxr ti-ar, 
lost. 
‘Social spiders :ive in communal webs. and !hls stu~ly found a?pro~nately 25% of the spiders were Mtary: It is unkroL:n 
whether the solitary behavior represented an ontoge nelic stage VI VI& d iris,. ua.i for those !nd!viduair. 
“Based on Intraspecific comparison:. 
“The phylogenetic hypoihesls pas be-n cll!icILed by Brown 2nd LI”. 
‘A phylogeny for eight species irom different gene:; shows itUt the loss cf cnlon!a!;!) :C~UUL‘S one rnxe character state 
change than the origin of colonialrty from solitar)i an:estors. 

throughout Siberia. Eurape and North Africa, ?o east ant; tween their own and alien nests on the basis of chemical 
central Asia, inc!uding Japan’s, At lower e’Pvatii)ns rh? cues”;. This study could be interpreted as support for the 
social organization is typical of a eusocial h%ctine bee (Box ~~l~d~b~er-~~che~er hypothesis that solitary behavior is 
3:. At 2 hi-gh-elevation site in Japan (II67 m), however, 
fgmale L. (IT) ~,;ceatum are solitary, again presumably du? 

ancestral for this species; alternative@, if soiitary behavior 
is derived. then the ability is atavistic 2nd hence 1!0t rele- 

to the shortened growing season. vant to questions on the origins of sociality. 

In temperate regions there are parallels in phenological 
patterns between increasing altitude and latitude’. Examples 
of solitary behavior by individuals in areas at their latitudinal 
extremes strengthen the interpretation that the duration cjf 
the growing season sea au upper limit to the number of PHI- 
erations that can be produced, thereby influencing the ex- 
pression of social organization. For example, A~g,oochlorella 
sh-iata is a widespread h&tine bee in the eastern half of 
North America, from Florida as far north as Cape Ereton 
Island, Canada (-45’N). Throughout most of its range, a col- 
ony produces two or more broods, and femaies iive in euso- 
cial groups; however, at the limit of its no~ber~ range. most 
nests are solita@. 

~~~~~~ 

The s es outlined above show that pl-lylogenetie in- 

formation provides an eirrpirical basis lo Formulate specific 
hypotheses of character state transitions, which can alter 
conclusions drawn from comparative data. In the absence 
of a phylogemetic framework, statements of character state 
change are untested ~sertf~ns that depend on CI priori z+- 
sumptions about how evolution ‘should’ proceed. Biologists 
have historically tended to view sociality as 
tive to solitaly nesting. Several studies now 

SchwarL and co-workers”l,5’ have been studying intra- 
specific variation in social behavior in allodapine bees. They 
studied various populations of Exmem bicolomrd E nkhmf- 
soni along a latitudinal gradient from a cool temperate region 
in southern Australia (Victoria) to a sub-tropical region in the 
north (New South Wales). In contrast with halictine bees”i.1; lx, 
LKVMMI show iimiled variation in their number of gener- 
ations under different c!imatic conditior0. Correspondmgly, 
the potential for mother-daughter social grocp: is limited; 
nevertheless, there is considerable variation in the expres- 
sion of social behavior. 

The breadths of reaction norms for social phenotypes 
can apparently vary considerably. at least for some species, 
although there are scant datalJ.1”. The development of social 
phenotypes in species like Hdicfus rubicl;n&.s. for example, 
is weakly canalized and permits the expression cl soliiary be- 
havior in areas where seasonal constraints preclude social 
behavior. In contrast,H hgakfs is unable to live 0 areas where 
seasonal constraints permit only a single generation, 

reverse pattern within independent cfades of pred~~l~r~~t~y 
socia: bees, showing that, in at least some cases. our u prioti 
assumptions have no empirical basis. Eusocial behavior, 
li”te any other complex phenotypic trait, is p~es~ma~~y ex- 
pensive to maintain because of costs such as an increased 
likelihood of disease and parasite transmiss~~~j~. Tinus. in 
the absence of compensating benefits, there are reasons to 
predict that eusociality would be lost or suppressed under 
appropriate ecologica! circumstances. The ev~~~t~~oa~ loss 
of social behavior opens a nevi window through which we 
car! observe sociality from a different perspective. An undrr- 
standhlg of how behavioraP and e~~ironme~~a~ facto:5 mter- 
act to create conditions favorabke to the loss idi ~0cid1 be- 
havior should provide new insights into how and why sucial 
behavior evolves, and what e~~~o~rne~tal factors contribute 

to its origins and maintenance. 

perhaps because of an in- 
ability to express solitary 
hfhti0~‘“. 

Extant solitaq laxa are 

f~eyuently used as models to 
study factors that might 
contribute to the origins of 
sociality. But the existence 
of secondarily solitary taxa 
complicates such studies. For 
example, social insects can 
dfsc~~m~~ate between nest- 
males and non-nest-mates, 
which is important for main- 
taining the cohesiveness of 
social grcq9. MP&dobler 
and Mkheneri-’ hjjpothesized 
that kin dtscrimindfion ma) 
have its evolutionary origin 
in an ability by solitary 
females to recognize indi- 
vidual nests using oihactory 
cues. A recent study showed 
that solitary ~ffs~o~~o§s~~ 
(Diakm) figueresi Bem21e 
bees can d~sc~~~o~K~ate be- 
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he history of research in 
community ecology has 
often been compared to a 
pendulum oscillating be- 

tween holistic, generalizing, and 
reductionist, specific views. From 
that perspective, the renewed in- 
terest in classifying species into 
groups that relate directly to func- 
tion through shared biological 
characteristics, rather than phy- 
logeny, is not surprising. Recently 
published approaches involving 
the analysis of sets of biological 
attributes fall into four main types 
of functional classifications of 
plant species. In order of increas- 
ing specificity of objective, these 
are: (1) emergent groups - groups 
of species that reflect natural corre- 
lations of biological attributes; @) 
strategies - species within a strat- 
egy have similar attributes inter- 
preted as adaptations to partictilar 
patterns of resource use; (3) func- 
tional types - species with similar 
roles in ecosystem processes by 
responding in similar ways to mul- 
tiple en~ronment~ factors; and (4) 
specific response groups -contain 
species which respond in similar 
ways to specific environmental fac- 
tors. The two latter categories, 
however, represent substantial re- 
cent conceptua! advances stimu- 
lated by research aimed at predict- 
ing the effects of global change on 
vegetation dynamic+?. The goals 
are twofold: to build models that 
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information is limited. More spe- 
cifically, recognition of land use 
change as one of the main drivers 
of global char:ge has raised the 
need to identifjr specific groups 
based on disturbance response. 
This activity builds on knowledge 
acquired from the development of 
the more general classifications 
(l-3 above). 

Emergent groups reflect the 
combination of adaptive responses 
and of evolutionary constraints 
appearing as sets of correlated 
traits. They are identified in an 
inductive manner, using multivari- 
ate analyses of usually large set5 of 
traits - covering life history, mor- 
phology, physiology, phenology 
and regeneration 
expected to deter 
behaviour in the ecosystem. Such 
&ssiIications tend to not address 
any ecos! stem function explicitly 
or, WSifiI they attempt to, lack 
relationship to particular mecha- 
nisms’. They tend to produce sets 
of traits essentially corresponding 
to main life forms (trees, shrubs, 
grasses and forbs), although the 
degree of detailed s~bd~v~s~o~ 
depends on the breadth of the 
spectrum taken from global4.j. to 
r+onaF 7 and to a partictnlal- veg- 

simulate shifts of vegetation types with changing climate:!; 
and to provide land managers with models that can be used 

etation type”-‘“. Yet c?assifications into emergent groups 

in a variety of situations, including cases where detailed 
have been useful to identify broad correlation patterns, 
such as relationships between plant size or seed mass and 
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